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THE FOOD PANTRIES @ CENTRAL

Started in 2005, The Food Pantry @ Central has grown to serve over 1,200 Mobilians each month. Today there are three food pantries serving seniors at Dearborn YMCA, Leinkauf Elementary School and the original Pantry that serves the community at large. Combined, over 1,500 people in need receive fresh fruits, vegetables, meats and grains monthly. The Food Pantry @ Central is currently the largest food pantry in Mobile County and growing.

MYSTIC ORDER OF THE JAZZ OBSESSED

As Mobile's largest jazz society, MOJO has become the meeting point and information hub for jazz on the Gulf Coast. On the fourth Monday of each month, MOJO hosts its monthly Jazz Jambalaya, an evening of "gastro-edutainment". Each MOJO Jazz Jambalaya is unique. A noted jazz artist or genre is showcased in a program that features the exceptional talents of local, regional, national and international musicians. Admission includes a light jambalaya dinner, music and information.

CATHEDRAL ARTSANCTUARY

Cathedral ArtSanctuary is a space for juried and individual art exhibitions and performances. CAS is the new home for MOJO Jazz Jambalayas and musical performance. Quarterly exhibitions are featured. The facility is a venue for workshops, classes, meetings, dinners, retreats, social events and more.

Ajoyo is an eclectic and upbeat blend of Jazz, West African rhythms and soul delivering a message of social justice with a very distinct New York sound. This is their first-ever Gulf Coast performance, made possible by a grant from Jazz Road South Arts supported by the Doris Duke foundation and the Mellon Foundation.

YANCINE BOULARÉS

- Saxophone/Clarinet/Composer
- Fulbright Scholar at New School for Jazz and Contemporary Music
- 2019 Joe’s Pub Artist in Residence
- Saxophonist for the Haitian Kompa legends Tabou Combo since 2013

SARAH ELIZABETH CHARLES

- 2019 Yale School Of Music’s Distinguished Teaching Artist Award
- Assistant professor/private vocal tutor at The New School for Jazz and Contemporary Music
- Carnegie Hall Musical Connections at Sing Sing Correctional Facility
- Carnegie Hall Future Music Project Songwriting Class
- Developed an early childhood music education curriculum/Rise2Shine in Haiti

JESSE FISCHER

- Brooklyn-based pianist and composer
- Has performed with many notables in the jazz, pop, and world music scenes
- Released eight records as a leader
- Affinity for combining elements of his Jewish heritage with music of the African Diaspora, jazz, hip-hop, and folk

MICHAEL VALEANU

- Born in Paris
- Started studying guitar at age 14
- Nadia & Lili Boulanger Conservatory and at the Edim/National School of Music of Bourg-la-Reine student in France
- In 2008, moved to New York
- Attended the New School For Jazz and Contemporary Music
- Guitarist for Brazilian singer See Jorge and Jazz Rising star Cyrille Aimée

PHILIPPE LEMM

- Born in Amsterdam
- At 19, admitted to The Amsterdam Conservatory
- First Dutch drummer to earn Masters Degree for Jazz Drums from the Manhattan School of Music
- Appears on over 50 CDs as a side man
- In 2013, Artist in Residence/Head of the Drum Department, True School of Music, Mumbai, India